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2.1  Dalton2.1  Dalton’’s Atomic Theorys Atomic Theory

If we look at a piece If we look at a piece 
of copper with a of copper with a 
powerful microscope, powerful microscope, 
we cannot see atoms.  we cannot see atoms.  
The copper appears The copper appears 
to be continuous.  to be continuous.  
Lots of evidence was Lots of evidence was 
needed to show that needed to show that 
matter is composed matter is composed 
of the atoms we of the atoms we 
cannot see.cannot see. Figure 2.01Figure 2.01

Cu_222.ent
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Evidence for AtomsEvidence for Atoms
Law of Conservation of MassLaw of Conservation of Mass
–– mass is not gained or lost in a chemical reaction.mass is not gained or lost in a chemical reaction.

What would happen to the mass reading if the What would happen to the mass reading if the 
reaction was done without the balloon (an open reaction was done without the balloon (an open 
system)?system)?

Figure 2.03Figure 2.03
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Evidence for AtomsEvidence for Atoms

Law of Definite ProportionsLaw of Definite Proportions
–– A compound always has the same relative amounts A compound always has the same relative amounts 

of the elements that compose it.  of the elements that compose it.  
–– For example, when water is broken down by For example, when water is broken down by 

electrolysis into oxygen and hydrogen, the mass electrolysis into oxygen and hydrogen, the mass 
ratio is always 8 to 1. ratio is always 8 to 1. 
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DaltonDalton’’s Atomic Theorys Atomic Theory
In 1808 John Dalton published a paper on In 1808 John Dalton published a paper on 
atomic theory, summarized by the following atomic theory, summarized by the following 
postulates:postulates:

1.1. All matter is composed of small, indivisible particles, All matter is composed of small, indivisible particles, 
called atoms.called atoms.

2.2. All atoms of a given element are identical both in All atoms of a given element are identical both in 
mass and in chemical properties.  Atoms of different mass and in chemical properties.  Atoms of different 
elements have different masses and different chemical elements have different masses and different chemical 
properties.properties.

3.3. Atoms are not created or destroyed in chemical Atoms are not created or destroyed in chemical 
reactions.reactions.

4.4. Atoms combine in simple, fixed, wholeAtoms combine in simple, fixed, whole--number ratios number ratios 
to form compounds.to form compounds.
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In a chemical reaction, atoms rearrange In a chemical reaction, atoms rearrange 
into new combinations.into new combinations.

Figure 2.04Figure 2.04Decomposition of HgO 88

Is the law of conservation of mass Is the law of conservation of mass 
obeyed here?  Is this process possible?obeyed here?  Is this process possible?
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Proof of Atoms: STM Image of Gold.Proof of Atoms: STM Image of Gold.

The scanning The scanning 
tunneling microscope, tunneling microscope, 
invented in 1981, invented in 1981, 
allows us to create allows us to create 
images of matter at the images of matter at the 
atomic level.atomic level.

Figure 2.05Figure 2.05
intercalation dehydration
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2.2  Structure of the Atom2.2  Structure of the Atom

How do atoms differ from each other?How do atoms differ from each other?
What are atoms composed of? What are atoms composed of? 
What are the subatomic particles?What are the subatomic particles?

1111

Subatomic ParticlesSubatomic Particles

Atoms are not as indivisible as Dalton Atoms are not as indivisible as Dalton 
imagined.  imagined.  
Atoms are composed of subatomic particles.  Atoms are composed of subatomic particles.  
The three most important are:The three most important are:
–– ProtonProton
–– NeutronNeutron
–– ElectronElectron

atom parts

1212

Evidence for the ElectronEvidence for the Electron
In 1897 J. J. In 1897 J. J. 
ThomsonThomson’’s s 
experiments with experiments with 
cathodecathode--ray tubes ray tubes 
showed that matter showed that matter 
contains negatively contains negatively 
charged particles.charged particles.

The beam of particles The beam of particles 
is attracted to the is attracted to the 
positively charged positively charged 
plate.plate.

Figure 2.06Figure 2.06
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ThomsonThomson’’s Cathodes Cathode--Ray ExperimentRay Experiment

Figure 2.06Figure 2.06CRT 1414

Determination of Mass and Charge of Determination of Mass and Charge of 
the Electronthe Electron

In MillikanIn Millikan’’s oils oil--drop drop 
experiment, the electric experiment, the electric 
field strength required to field strength required to 
suspend an oil droplet was suspend an oil droplet was 
dependent upon the dependent upon the 
number of extra electrons number of extra electrons 
on it.on it.
This allowed the This allowed the 
determination of the determination of the 
electronelectron’’s charge s charge 
((−−1.60221.6022××1010−−1919 C)            C)            
and mass (9.1094and mass (9.1094××1010−−2828 g). g). 

Figure 2.07Figure 2.07
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Figure 2.07Figure 2.07
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The ProtonThe Proton

Scientists reasoned Scientists reasoned 
that if atoms have that if atoms have 
negatively charged negatively charged 
particles, they must particles, they must 
also have positively also have positively 
charged particles charged particles 
(protons).(protons).

Figure 2.08Figure 2.08

The Original
Plum Pudding
Model
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Nuclear Model of the AtomNuclear Model of the Atom

In 1907, Earnest RutherfordIn 1907, Earnest Rutherford’’s gold foil s gold foil 
experiment showed that the positively experiment showed that the positively 
charged protons are located in a tiny core in charged protons are located in a tiny core in 
the very center of the atom, now called the the very center of the atom, now called the 
nucleus.nucleus.
The experiment showed that the nucleus of The experiment showed that the nucleus of 
the atom contains most of the mass of the the atom contains most of the mass of the 
atom.atom.

1818

RutherfordRutherford’’s Gold Foil Experiments Gold Foil Experiment

Figure 2.09Figure 2.09anim
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Figure 2.09cFigure 2.09c

anim
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The NeutronThe Neutron

Because the protons in the atom could Because the protons in the atom could 
account for only about half the mass of most account for only about half the mass of most 
atoms, scientists knew there was another atoms, scientists knew there was another 
heavy particle in the nucleus.heavy particle in the nucleus.
The neutronThe neutron, a particle with about the same , a particle with about the same 
mass as a proton but with no charge, was mass as a proton but with no charge, was 
detected by James Chadwick in 1932.detected by James Chadwick in 1932.

2323

Nuclear Model of the AtomNuclear Model of the Atom

Figure 2.10Figure 2.10
2424

Nuclear Model of the AtomNuclear Model of the Atom

The diameter of an atom is about 10The diameter of an atom is about 10−−1010

meter. The diameter of the nucleus is about meter. The diameter of the nucleus is about 
1010−−1414 m, 10,000 times smaller!m, 10,000 times smaller!
Although small in size, the nucleus accounts Although small in size, the nucleus accounts 
for about 99.9% of the mass of an atom.for about 99.9% of the mass of an atom.

Although a penny contains about 10Although a penny contains about 102323

atoms, most of the penny is empty space.  atoms, most of the penny is empty space.  
Why? Why? 
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Summary of Subatomic ParticlesSummary of Subatomic Particles
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Atomic Number Atomic Number 

Atoms of different elements differ by the number Atoms of different elements differ by the number 
of protons in their nucleus.of protons in their nucleus.
All atoms of an element have the same number of All atoms of an element have the same number of 
protons.  protons.  
The number of protons in an atom of an element is The number of protons in an atom of an element is 
called its called its atomic numberatomic number..
The atomic number is indicated on                               The atomic number is indicated on                               
most periodic tables above the element            most periodic tables above the element            
symbol.symbol.
How many protons does a gold atom                   How many protons does a gold atom                   
have?have?

2727

IsotopesIsotopes

An isotope of an element is an atom that contains a An isotope of an element is an atom that contains a 
specific number of neutrons.specific number of neutrons.
There are three isotopes of hydrogen:There are three isotopes of hydrogen:

Figure 2.12Figure 2.12isotopes 2828

IsotopesIsotopes

The mass number (The mass number (AA) of an isotope is the ) of an isotope is the 
sum of the number of protons (sum of the number of protons (ZZ) and ) and 
neutrons (neutrons (NN):):

Mass Number = # protons + # neutronsMass Number = # protons + # neutrons
AA = = ZZ + + NN

2929 3030

Isotope SymbolIsotope Symbol

Representations for a Representations for a 
boron atom with 6 boron atom with 6 
neutrons:neutrons:

boronboron--1111
BB--1111

11
5 B

Figure 2.13Figure 2.13
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Example 2.03aExample 2.03a
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IsotopesIsotopes

Determine the number of protons and Determine the number of protons and 
neutrons in each of the following isotopes:neutrons in each of the following isotopes:

35
17 Cl

carbon-11

198 Au

3333

Heavy WaterHeavy Water

One ice cube is made One ice cube is made 
with water that contains with water that contains 
only the hydrogenonly the hydrogen--2 2 
isotope.  The other ice isotope.  The other ice 
cube is composed of cube is composed of 
water with normal water water with normal water 
which contains mostly which contains mostly 
hydrogenhydrogen--1.  1.  
Which is which?Which is which?

Figure 2.14Figure 2.14ice
3434

2.3  Ions2.3  Ions

Dietary sodium and sodium found in the sea Dietary sodium and sodium found in the sea 
and in the earthand in the earth’’s crust is in the form of s crust is in the form of 
sodium ions. sodium ions. 
A sodium ion has a net +1 charge: NaA sodium ion has a net +1 charge: Na++

–– It has one less electron than the number of It has one less electron than the number of 
protons.protons.

How many protons and electrons does a How many protons and electrons does a 
sodium ion, Nasodium ion, Na++, have?, have?

3535

IonsIons

Ions differ from atoms in that they have a Ions differ from atoms in that they have a 
charge;  the number of electrons is either charge;  the number of electrons is either 
greater than, or less than, the number of greater than, or less than, the number of 
protons.protons.
CationsCations are positively charged.  They have are positively charged.  They have 
fewer electrons than in the neutral atom.fewer electrons than in the neutral atom.
AnionsAnions are negatively charged.  They have are negatively charged.  They have 
more electrons than in the neutral atom.more electrons than in the neutral atom.

3636

Formation of MgFormation of Mg2+2+ CationCation

Figure 2.15aFigure 2.15acation
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Formation of NFormation of N33−− AnionAnion

Figure 2.15bFigure 2.15banion 3838

IonsIons

Write the symbol for the ion that has the Write the symbol for the ion that has the 
following number of protons and following number of protons and 
electrons:electrons:

1.1. 20 protons and 18 electrons20 protons and 18 electrons
2.2. 16 protons and 18 electrons16 protons and 18 electrons
3.3. 26 protons and 23 electrons26 protons and 23 electrons

3939

2.4  Atomic Mass2.4  Atomic Mass

We can use mass number to compare the We can use mass number to compare the 
approximate relative masses of different approximate relative masses of different 
isotopes.isotopes.
–– A carbonA carbon--12 atom is about twelve times the 12 atom is about twelve times the 

mass of a hydrogenmass of a hydrogen--1 atom.1 atom.
–– An oxygenAn oxygen--16 atom is about four times the mass 16 atom is about four times the mass 

of a heliumof a helium--4 atom.4 atom.

But keep in mind that the mass number is But keep in mind that the mass number is 
NOT an actual mass!NOT an actual mass!

4040

Determination of Atomic MassDetermination of Atomic Mass
The individual masses of the isotopes of an The individual masses of the isotopes of an 
element can be determined by mass spectrometry.element can be determined by mass spectrometry.
This technique is also used to determine the This technique is also used to determine the 
relative amounts of the isotopes in a sample of an relative amounts of the isotopes in a sample of an 
element.element.

Figure 2.16Figure 2.16
MS

4141

AMU ScaleAMU Scale

The mass of a carbonThe mass of a carbon--12 atom is 1.9927212 atom is 1.99272××1010−−2323

gram.  Because this is such a small number, the gram.  Because this is such a small number, the 
atomic mass unit (amu) scale was developed and atomic mass unit (amu) scale was developed and 
based on the mass of carbonbased on the mass of carbon--12:12:

1 amu = 1/12 mass of 1 C1 amu = 1/12 mass of 1 C--12 atom = 1.660612 atom = 1.6606××1010−−2424 gg

This means that carbonThis means that carbon--12 has a mass of exactly 12 12 has a mass of exactly 12 
amu.amu.

4242

Relative Atomic MassRelative Atomic Mass

If we average the masses of all the isotopes If we average the masses of all the isotopes 
of carbon, taking into account the relative of carbon, taking into account the relative 
amounts of each, we get a relative atomic amounts of each, we get a relative atomic 
mass of 12.011 amu.mass of 12.011 amu.
–– This value is pretty close to 12 since carbonThis value is pretty close to 12 since carbon--12 12 

is the most abundant isotope.is the most abundant isotope.

Relative atomic massRelative atomic mass
–– The average mass of the individual isotopes of The average mass of the individual isotopes of 

an element, taking into account the naturallyan element, taking into account the naturally--
occurring relative abundance of each.occurring relative abundance of each.
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Relative Atomic MassRelative Atomic Mass

The relative atomic mass The relative atomic mass 
of silver is 107.9 amu.  If of silver is 107.9 amu.  If 
silver is composed of silver is composed of 
only Agonly Ag--107 and Ag107 and Ag--109, 109, 
which isotope is most which isotope is most 
abundant?abundant?

4444

Calculating Relative Atomic MassCalculating Relative Atomic Mass

4545

SolutionSolution

What is the mass of 100 magnesium atoms?
4646

2.5  The Periodic Table2.5  The Periodic Table

The first draft of the periodic table was developed The first draft of the periodic table was developed 
between 1879 and 1871, and published by Dmitri between 1879 and 1871, and published by Dmitri 
Mendeleev.Mendeleev.
Note that this was before the subatomic particles Note that this was before the subatomic particles 
were discovered, so it was not based on atomic were discovered, so it was not based on atomic 
number.  number.  
The 63 known elements were arranged in order of The 63 known elements were arranged in order of 
increasing relative atomic mass, and elements with increasing relative atomic mass, and elements with 
similar properties were grouped together.similar properties were grouped together.

4747

MendeleevMendeleev’’s Original Periodic Tables Original Periodic Table

4848

The Modern Periodic TableThe Modern Periodic Table

Our current periodic table shows elements in Our current periodic table shows elements in 
order of increasing atomic number (#protons)order of increasing atomic number (#protons)
Elements in the same column have similar Elements in the same column have similar 
properties, and are called a properties, and are called a groupgroup or or familyfamily..
A horizontal row of elements is a A horizontal row of elements is a periodperiod.  .  
Elements in the same period have properties Elements in the same period have properties 
that tend to vary in a regular fashion.that tend to vary in a regular fashion.
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Groups and PeriodsGroups and Periods

Figure 2.20Figure 2.20
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Similar Properties in GroupsSimilar Properties in Groups

Potassium metal reacts Potassium metal reacts 
violently with water to violently with water to 
producing a basic producing a basic 
solution and solution and 
flammable hydrogen flammable hydrogen 
gas.  gas.  
All alkali metals react All alkali metals react 
with water to produce with water to produce 
hydrogen gas.hydrogen gas.

Sodium metal + water Potassium metal + water

5252

Metal, Nonmetals, and MetalloidsMetal, Nonmetals, and Metalloids

Figure 2.21Figure 2.21
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Classification of ElementsClassification of Elements

GroupsGroups
–– IA  Alkali metalsIA  Alkali metals
–– IIA  Alkaline Earth MetalsIIA  Alkaline Earth Metals
–– VIIA  HalogensVIIA  Halogens
–– VIIIA  Noble GasesVIIIA  Noble Gases

PeriodsPeriods
Metals, Nonmetals, MetalloidsMetals, Nonmetals, Metalloids
MainMain--group Elements, Transition Metals, group Elements, Transition Metals, 
and Innerand Inner--transition Metals.transition Metals.

labels
5454

Elements that exist as Elements that exist as 
Diatomic MoleculesDiatomic Molecules

Most elements, except Most elements, except 
for the noble gases, do for the noble gases, do 
not exist as single atoms.  not exist as single atoms.  
The halogens, along The halogens, along 
with hydrogen, with hydrogen, 
nitrogen, and oxygen, nitrogen, and oxygen, 
exist naturally as exist naturally as 
diatomic molecules diatomic molecules 
when in their element when in their element 
form (not as form (not as 
compounds).compounds).

Figure 2.23Figure 2.23
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Ions and the Periodic TableIons and the Periodic Table
When sodium metal reacts to form ions, the ions When sodium metal reacts to form ions, the ions 
have a 1+ charge.  This is also the case for all the have a 1+ charge.  This is also the case for all the 
alkali metals.alkali metals.
The alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, The alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, ……) all form ) all form 
ions with a 2+ charge.ions with a 2+ charge.
Oxygen and sulfur react to form ions which have a Oxygen and sulfur react to form ions which have a 
22−− charge.charge.
The halogens (F, Cl, Br, The halogens (F, Cl, Br, ……) all form ions with a 1) all form ions with a 1−−
charge.charge.
The noble gases do not form ions.The noble gases do not form ions.
How can we explain this pattern?How can we explain this pattern?
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Common Monatomic IonsCommon Monatomic Ions

Figure 2.24Figure 2.24
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Predicting Charges on Common IonsPredicting Charges on Common Ions

How many electrons do NaHow many electrons do Na++ ions have?ions have?
How many electrons do MgHow many electrons do Mg2+2+ ions have?ions have?
How many electrons do AlHow many electrons do Al3+3+ ions have?ions have?
How many electrons do OHow many electrons do O22−− ions have?ions have?
How many electrons do FHow many electrons do F−− ions have?ions have?
How many electrons do Ne atoms have?How many electrons do Ne atoms have?
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Ionic Compounds contain IonsIonic Compounds contain Ions

Ions are very important and are Ions are very important and are 
components in many substances our bodies components in many substances our bodies 
and in our environment.  and in our environment.  
Ions are in ionic compounds, which will be Ions are in ionic compounds, which will be 
discussed in the next chapter.discussed in the next chapter.


